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Elihu’s Response 
 
 
Interpretive theories abound about Elihu, this mysterious fourth friend 
who, in chapter 32, appears suddenly and unannounced. He hasn’t 
been mentioned previously in the book of Job, and after he finishes 
his speeches, he won’t be mentioned again. And so he suddenly 
appears, he speaks, then he disappears.  Given his odd and 
incongruous placement within the story, many have wondered 
whether Elihu even belongs here as part of the original text. And yet, 
when we open to the book of Job chapter 32, here he is to be 
reckoned with, and it seems he’s been here in the story all along, 
listening in on the dialogues between Job and his friends, waiting 
patiently for his chance to speak. Even if Elihu is a later addition, he 
still, I think, serves as an important interpretive key for us as the 
readers, because like Elihu, we too have been listening in on this 
story, and we too are always and already latecomers to the questions 
of Job. 
 
Contemporary appraisals of Elihu run the full range from 
disparagement to appreciation. Some see his as a negative presence 
in this book—his arguments as lesser versions of what has already 
been said, his poetry less elegant and precise, his impatience and 
anger hopelessly immature and inane. Others take a more tepid and 
tempered approach, seeing him as neither adding nor subtracting 
anything of substance, but perhaps offering something benign like 
comic relief. Still others see in Elihu nothing less than the theological 
hero of the story, as he’s the one who, contra the three friends, 
actually listens and responds directly to Job, and who, in the later 
parts of his speech, becomes a compelling spokesperson for the 
transcendent majesty and mystery of the Divine as mirrored through 
the wonders nature. 

 
Whether we respond to him positively, negatively, or indifferently, 
Elihu remains a singular character in this book. First, he is the only 



one with a distinctly Israelite name, and so he’s the only character 
that’s clearly part of the Jewish faith tradition (Elihu means “He is 
(my) God”). He is also the only character given a genealogy, lending 
his persona more of a historical feel rather than the allegorical feel 
that the other characters, especially Job have. Genealogies as we 
know often play a leading role in the Biblical narrative, and Elihu’s 
Hebrew credentials are strong—Barachel, his father’s name, means 
“God has blessed,” and Buz, his family line, is thought to be same 
line as that of Abraham’s brother Nahor (Genesis 22:1). The “family 
of Ram” also as a type of clan suggests connections to David’s 
ancestors.  

 
Although his character is different from the others in many ways, 
including age and culture, Elihu’s style of argument recalls that of the 
previous dialogues. He begins with a sort of apology, claiming that he 
has remained silent until now out of deference and respect on 
account of being younger than the others. Soon, however, the tone 
shifts as Elihu takes an argumentative stance vis-à-vis Job and the 
three friends, trying to carve out for himself something like the role of 
the arbiter or the umpire of this contested debate. 

 
Like Job, Elihu speaks out on behalf of the wisdom of individual 
experience over and against the wisdom of tradition. His voice, like 
Job’s, sounds surprisingly modern in its celebration of the individual 
conscience. It’s not age or the accumulation of experience that leads 
to understanding, he argues, but it’s the spirit of God within each of 
us, or as the Hebrew word for spirit more literally means, it’s the 
breath of God within each human being that leads to understanding.  

 
Elihu sides with the friends, however, in that he attempts to refute 
Job’s claim to innocence. And yet unlike the friends, Elihu, as we’ve 
heard, is an excellent listener, even quoting verbatim from the 
previous dialogues. Even though he uses his listening skills to his 
advantage, drawing on that old rhetorical strategy of using the 
opponents’ words against them, simply the fact that he listens signals 
that perhaps Elihu ends up being Job’s best friend here. “I listened to 
your wise sayings,” “I gave you my [full] attention,” Elihu says. His 
example here is a welcome reminder to us about how important it is 



simply to listen, and to cultivate good listening as a spiritual practice. 
The theologian Paul Tillich put it well when he wrote that: “The first 
duty of love is to listen.” Or I like also how Simone Weil, a French 
philosopher put it, she said: “attention is the rarest and purest form of 
generosity.”  

 
Aside from what he says about actually listening to Job, much of the 
content of what Elihu says has indeed already been said before in the 
book, although he does, in the end, embark on a few new lines of 
theological inquiry. One involves his idea that despite the common 
experience of God’s absence or silence that Job gives such powerful 
voice to, Elihu argues that, whether we realize it or not, God is in fact 
always seeking connection and communication with us. “For God 
does speak,” Elihu says, “—now one way, now another—though no 
one perceives it.” Specifically, Elihu points to dreams and to the 
dream experience as one way that God seeks communication with 
us, unwitting and unaware as we might be.   

  
Elihu also develops a theme that the Job-poet has been building 
throughout the text—the theme of turning to the Creator by way of 
attending first to the wonders of creation. Astonishingly, the natural 
world even seems to enter the text here with a voice of its own, as 
while Elihu is delivering his final speech, a storm begins developing in 
the background.  

 
“Listen,” Elihu says to Job, “Listen to the thunder of God’s voice.” “At 
[the sound of it] my heart trembles, and leaps out of place.” Elihu’s 
speech quickens here towards the end, and becomes much more 
vivid and intense—you can almost sense the electric charge in the 
air, you can almost see the bolt of lightning pierce the sky, you can 
almost feel the thunder rumble and shake the ground.   

 
As the storm gathers and as the rain clouds move in, the text also 
begins to move in an interesting way as the mood shifts towards 
praise, shifting from explanation to evocation, and from argument to 
awe. All the arguments of the book of Job have now run their course, 
even the long-winded closing argument of this last minute intruder 
Elihu, and thanks to him, with Job we now stand ready, or as ready 



as we’ll ever be, to hear, as we will in our reading next week, from the 
voice that speaks within the whirlwind, to stand and hear a response 
from God.  
 


